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INTRODUCTION
This report analyzes gerrymandering in the state of New Hampshire, describing the
recent history of redistricting in the state, how voters have been disenfranchised by the
process, potential legislative solutions, reform success in other states, and how you can make a
diﬀerence.

Gerrymandering is the practice of

Figure 1

drawing political district lines in a
way that provides advantage to
certain candidates based on
incumbency, party, race, or other
factor. Figure 1 shows how a
hypothetical gerrymandering
scenario can create district lines
that give an unfair advantage to a
certain group.

Though gerrymandering has existed since the 19th century, the rise of modern
computer and mapping systems has transformed the practice into an insidiously accurate
science. For instance, in 2012, Democratic congressional candidates received 1.4 million more
total votes than their Republican opponents. However, the Republicans gained a 234-201
majority in the US House.1 Despite most voters’ preference for Democrats in Congress,
gerrymandered districts following the 2010 census helped Republicans hold onto power.

Wang, Sam. 2013. “The Great Gerrymander of 2012.” The New York Times. http://www.nytimes.com/2013/02/03/opinion/sunday/
the-great-gerrymander-of-2012.html (July 14, 2017).
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I. Recent Redistricting
Following the 2000 census, the Republican-controlled New Hampshire legislature
passed a set of district maps that favored their party in future elections. Democratic Governor
Jeanne Shaheen vetoed the plan, claiming it was “crafted behind closed doors by members of
one party.”2 When the impasse between the legislative and executive branches could not be
bridged, the courts intervened and established the redistricting plan that went into eﬀect.3
While Democrats gained control of the state house in the wave elections of 2006,
they did not enact redistricting reform. When the Republicans gained a large number of seats
in 2010, a census year, they were again in position to lead the redistricting process. Despite a
sitting Democratic Governor, the GOP’s legislative majority was veto-proof, and the current
GOP-leaning maps were passed into law.
Multiple legal challenges have been brought forward against these maps at the state
level, including a lawsuit to require conformity with the 2006 amendment to the New
Hampshire Constitution. However, the redistricting plan has not been struck down. New
Hampshire Republican State Representative Seth Cohn described the flaws with the courtapproved redistricting plan, “The courts punted, the people lose. ‘Constitutional’ doesn’t make
it the best plan, the right plan, or even a fair and just plan. The people deserved better, and
they weren't served.”4 See the Gill v. Whitford section on page eight about potential federal
enhancements in voter protections that could stymie future partisan gerrymandering.

“NH Gov. Vetoes GOP Redistricting Plan.” 2002. Huron Daily Tribune. http://www.michigansthumb.com/news/article/NH-Gov-Vetoes-GOPRedistricting-Plan-7329328.php (July 16, 2017).
2

Clark, Joshua. 2010. “Seacoast Republican Women debate redistricting political seats.” seacoastonline.com. http://www.seacoastonline.com/article/
20100611/NEWS/6110320 (July 14, 2017).
3

Schinella, Tony. 2012. “NH Supreme Court Throws Out Redistricting Lawsuits.” Concord Patch. https://patch.com/new-hampshire/concord-nh/nhsupreme-court-throws-out-redistricting-lawsuits (August 15, 2017).
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II. Democracy Damaged
The current redistricting process in New Hampshire dilutes the power of the average
voter. Control of the State Senate after the 2010 census is perhaps one of the clearest examples
of partisan redistricting. In 2012, Democratic candidates for State Senate cumulatively won
more votes than Republican candidates.5 However, because Democratic voters had been largely
packed into a few districts, their votes had less influence, and Republicans retained control
over the upper chamber.
As shown below in Figure 2, this packing of voters leads to an eﬃciency gap, the
aberration between the popular vote total and allocation of legislative seats. A deliberate result
of gerrymandering, this eﬃciency gap allows our state government to be controlled by political
interests that the majority of voters rejected.
Figure 2

Haverty, Natasha. 2016. “How a Few Lines on a Map Hold So Much Power in N.H. Politics.” New Hampshire Public Radio. http://nhpr.org/post/howfew-lines-map-hold-so-much-power-nh-politics#stream/0 (July 14, 2017).
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New Hampshire’s Executive

Figure 3

Council is similarly gerrymandered.
Executive Council District 2 has been
reconfigured into a massive, sprawling
district that extends from one end of the
state to the other (see figure 3). The district
is designed to pack Democratic voters,
making surrounding Executive Council
districts more conservative. The present
map solidifies a 3-2 Republican advantage
on this important governing body, limiting
the ability for Democrats to be genuinely
competitive.
New Hampshire’s fairly unique usage of multimember and floterial districts creates
other redistricting complications. While there is some evidence that multimember districts can
increase the representation of women 6 and young people7 in government, multimember
districts are typically dominated by one party.8 If a district has a majority of one party’s voters,
the legislative delegation from the area will likely be completely of that party, disenfranchising
the often substantial minority. Currently, 18 of the 20 multimember districts with four or more
representatives are uniformly represented by one party. In a traditional array of single member
districts, the minority party would be able to elect some representatives. Additionally, by
expanding the number of voters and candidates, multimember districts can create confusion
and much more expensive campaigns, rewarding candidates with access to major donors and
making it harder for constituents to hold their representatives accountable.
Floterial districts, defined by the New Hampshire Supreme Court as “a district
that ‘floats above’ several distinct single- or multi-member districts”, can also be distortionary. 9
Floterial districts are often formed where a single town might independently lack enough
voters to require its own representative. However, by combining multiple towns that can have
little in common, many communities end up lacking an authentic voice in the state capitol.
These districts also threaten the constitutional norm of “one person, one vote.”
McCarthy, Devin. 2013. “Multi-Member Districts Help New Hampshire Elect All the Women it Wants.” FairVote. http://www.fairvote.org/multi-memberdistricts-help-new-hampshire-elect-all-the-women-it-wants (July 14, 2017).
6

Celock, John. 2016. “My Turn: Young elected officials have a lot to offer.” The Recorder. http://www.concordmonitor.com/Archive/2016/01/
MYTURNCELOCK-cmforum-011016 (July 14, 2017).
7

Gripp, Andrew. 2015. “Do Multi-Member Districts Improve Representation in State Legislatures?” IVN.us. https://ivn.us/2015/08/26/multi-memberdistricts-improve-representation-state-legislatures/ (July 14, 2017).
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City of Manchester v. Secretary of State. 2012. (The Supreme Court of New Hampshire).
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III. Legislative Solutions
In the 2017 legislative session, reform-minded leaders introduced bills to curb
harmful gerrymandering practices. Unfortunately, these measures have been voted down,
largely along party lines. In the State House and State Senate, slightly diﬀering bills were put
forward to create an independent redistricting commission.
House Bill 203-FN-A was introduced by Representative David Cote. It would
have created a commission to draw district lines with seven members chosen by the legislative
leadership. The legislation was defeated by a 190-164 vote. The League of Women Voters New
Hampshire urged for the passage of the independent commission bills, saying they “can create
the transparency and fairness demanded by the voters” and “can also build public confidence in
the legislature.”10
Senate Bill 107 also would have created an independent commission. The legislation
was sponsored by Senator Bette Lasky, but was defeated on a 14-9 vote. The Senate version
also included the Governor and State Supreme Court Justice in appointing commissioners.
Senator Lasky spoke why redistricting reform is needed, “Over the years this has become a
process by which the party in power basically gets to make the rules and manipulate the
numbers and lines to favor their particular viewpoint.”11
Another prospective reform was sponsored by Representative Jerry Knirk, House Bill
320. This legislation would have used computer algorithm modeling to draw district lines, in
an eﬀort to avoid the bias of politicians drawing their own districts. The Concord Monitor
reviewed Knirk’s bill and declared, “Districting’s goal, after all, is to create a certain number of
districts (24 in the state senate, 400 in the house) each containing a roughly equal number of
people, with one other main variable: The borders have to follow existing borders of towns and
cities, or of wards in places like Concord that are divvied up. That seems like something
software could optimize in no time.” 12

League of Women Voters New Hampshire. 2017. “Re SB 107—establishing an independent redistricting commission.” LWVNH. http://lwvnh.org/files/
testimony_sb_107_redistricting_2-14-17.pdf (July 14, 2017).
10

Sutherland, Paige. 2017. “N.H. Senate Kills Bill to Remove Redistricting Authority from State Legislature.” New Hampshire Public Radio. http://
nhpr.org/post/nh-senate-kills-bill-remove-redistricting-authority-state-legislature#stream/0 (July 14, 2017).
11

Brooks, David. 2017. “Politics are a mess, let's hand it over to software – that's the idea of a re-Districting bill.” Concord Monitor. http://
www.concordmonitor.com/granitegeek-redistricting-optimization-7723363 (July 14, 2017).
12
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IV. Success in Other States
Numerous other states have responded to the issue of gerrymandering by
implementing reforms. These eﬀorts range from establishing firmer guidelines on how
politicians can draw districts lines, turning redistricting over to a nonpartisan government
agency, and empowering an independent citizen commission to lead reapportionment.
In 2010, California became one of the most prominent states to implement
redistricting reform. Approved via popular referendum, the state now allows a citizens
commission to draw district lines. 13 The process of commissioner selection and approval of the
California process is designed to balance partisan interests and produce fair maps.
Figure 4
Figure 4 outlines a
key measurement of
success; since the
reform has gone into
eﬀect, the
competitiveness of
districts has
substantially
increased.

Garofoli, Joe. 2013. “Study: New CA redistricting plan “successful, transparent, democratic”.” Politics Blog. http://blog.sfgate.com/politics/2013/06/12/
study-new-ca-redistricting-plan-successful-transparent-democratic/ (July 14, 2017).
13
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A decade earlier, Arizona established a similar commission that has similarly
increased the competitiveness of congressional races.14 Other states, such as Washington15 and
New Jersey16 have also had successes with redistricting commissions.
These reforms have not, however, been immune from criticism. California’s
commission was accused of being implicitly influenced by Democrats to maintain certain
favorable district lines through the public testimony process. 17 In another controversy,
Republicans have accused certain members of Arizona’s commission of having undisclosed
Democratic ties, compromising their independence.18 Reformers in New Hampshire should pay
particular attention to the tacit ways past commissioners have been potentially influenced and
develop a commission that can be independent and autonomous of partisan schemes.
Iowa has established a fairly unique redistricting system that could be replicable in
New Hampshire. Since 1980, a nonpartisan state government agency has had primary
responsibility for drawing the district lines which are then approved by a vote of the state
legislature.19 Over several decades, Iowa’s process has created competitive and fair districts.
Additionally, Iowa’s demographic and geographic factors make it comparable in many ways to
New Hampshire, making this reform a good potential model for the Granite State.
Florida voters also passed an innovative 2010 referendum to amend the state
constitution. Instead of creating an independent entity to manage redistricting, Floridians
established strict constitutional guidelines to regulate the process. These rules expressly
prohibit partisan gerrymandering and intentional protection of incumbents.20 In the 2010
redistricting cycle, Florida legislative leaders ignored the change and implemented an extremely
gerrymandered map. After a lengthy court battle, the legislature was forced to draw fairer
districts, ensuring that many congressional and state level seats became competitive.
Soffen, Kim. 2015. “Independently Drawn Districts Have Proved to Be More Competitive.” The New York Times. https://www.nytimes.com/
2015/07/02/upshot/independently-drawn-districts-have-proved-to-be-more-competitive.html (July 14, 2017).
14

Morrill, Dick. 2014. “Why the state's redistricting plan counts as a success.” Crosscut. http://crosscut.com/2012/01/why-states-redistricting-plancounts-as-success/ (July 14, 2017).
15

Mann, Thomas. 2004. “Redistricting Reform: What is Desirable? Possible? .” The Brookings Institution. https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/
uploads/2012/04/crc_Mann.pdf (July 14, 2017).
16

Pierce, Olga, and Jeff Larson. 2013. “How Democrats Fooled California’s Redistricting Commission.” ProPublica. https://www.propublica.org/article/
how-democrats-fooled-californias-redistricting-commission (July 14, 2017).
17

Greenblatt, Alan. 2011. “Can Redistricting Ever Be Fair?” Governing magazine: State and local government news for America's leaders. http://
www.governing.com/topics/politics/can-redistricting-ever-be-fair.html (July 14, 2017).
18

Jan, Tracy. 2013. “Iowa redistricting takes partisanship out of mapmaking - The Boston Globe.” BostonGlobe.com. https://www.bostonglobe.com/
news/politics/2013/12/08/iowa-redistricting-takes-partisanship-out-mapmaking/efehCnJvNtLMIAFSQ8gp7I/story.html (July 14, 2017).
19

Smith, Hedrick. 2016. “Gerrymander reform opens up Florida politics.” The Sacramento Bee. http://www.sacbee.com/opinion/california-forum/
article118306828.html (July 14, 2017).
20
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V. Gill v. Whitford
The U.S. Supreme Court announced in 2017 that it will consider Gill v. Whitford, a
potentially groundbreaking case on redistricting. While racially gerrymandered districts have
been repeatedly struck down, the courts have yet to define a standard to evaluate when
extreme partisan gerrymanders violate the constitution.21 This case presents the opportunity
to establish that standard by utilizing a metric known as the “eﬃciency gap” which calculates
the diﬀerence between parties’ wasted votes in a given district. The case is so significant that
legal scholar Joshua Douglas writes, “Forget Citizens United or Bush v. Gore -- the name you want
to remember is Gill v. Whitford.”22
The case originates in Wisconsin, where Republicans following the 2010
elections designed a series of maps entrenching their representation in the state legislature and
congressional delegation. In November 2016, the majority of a three-judge District Court panel
in Wisconsin held that the gerrymandering indeed violated First and Fourteenth Amendment
Constitutional protections.23
If the Supreme Court aﬃrms the lower court ruling, a wave of litigation is likely
to sweep the nation. The results of these cases would help dismantle the most egregious
gerrymandered districts, and have ramifications on elections and legislation for decades to
come.

Kennedy, Merrit. 2017. “Supreme Court Agrees To Hear Wisconsin Gerrymandering Case.” NPR. http://www.npr.org/sections/
thetwo-way/2017/06/19/533519165/supreme-court-agrees-to-hear-wisconsin-gerrymandering-case (July 15, 2017).
21

Douglas, Joshua A. 2017. “How SCOTUS can make elections fairer.” CNN. http://edition.cnn.com/2017/06/19/opinions/wisconsingerrymandering-scotus-douglas-opinion/index.html (July 15, 2017).
22

Wines, Michael. 2016. “Judges Find Wisconsin Redistricting Unfairly Favored Republicans.” The New York Times. https://
www.nytimes.com/2016/11/21/us/wisconsin-redistricting-found-to-unfairly-favor-republicans.html (July 15, 2017).
23
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VI. Grassroots Engagement
Grassroots advocacy is essential to building a successful campaign to curb corrupt
gerrymandering practices. Past legislative reform eﬀorts have been voted down, largely along
party lines. Constituents must make their voices heard to influence these legislators to buck
the party line. Through calling their representatives, speaking out at town halls, writing letters
to the editor, and other methods of advocacy, everyday voters can hold their elected oﬃcials
accountable.
Additionally, voters can support more specialized and intensive methods of
reform at the local level. For instance, many multimember districts can be divided into multiple
single member districts if local communities vote in favor of such a change. This subdivision
can create fairer representation and ensure all parts of a community are heard in state
government.
Some of the most concrete and successful eﬀorts to curb abusive gerrymandering
have originated in lawsuits against state legislatures that pass illegal or unconstitutional
district lines. Activists should raise awareness and support the groups carrying these lawsuits.
In numerous states it has only been through court order that redistricting practices have been
reformed.
Finally, voters must make redistricting reform a campaign issue. Voters should ask
candidates before Election Day what their position on reform is, and then hold these leaders
accountable once they are elected.

9

CONCLUSION
Recent cycles of redistricting in New Hampshire have resulted in distorted and partisanskewed districts. Gerrymandering schemes enacted at the statewide level have disenfranchised
many local communities, diminished the competitiveness of legislative elections, and
numerous reform eﬀorts. Ahead of the 2020 census, grassroots advocates for redistricting
reform should increase pressure on elected oﬃcials and support reform-oriented candidates at
the ballot box.
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